
BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER OF POLITICAL PRACTICES (COPP) 

ANTHONY ROSALES 

v. 
COPP-2024-CFP-009 

DISMISSAL 
MELISSA SMITH 

ATTRIBUTION DISMISSAL 

COMPLAINT 

On April 21, 2024, Anthony Rosales of Great Falls, MT, filed the above-named 
campaign practices complaint against Melissa Smith, also of Great Falls. The complaint alleged 
that the "Melissa Smith for a Thriving Montana" (Melissa Smith) Facebook page ran paid 
advertisements promoting Great Falls school board candidate Marlee Sunchild and did not 
include the required "paid for by" attribution statement. Mr. Rosales also alleges that the 
website, gfvote.com (which is linked on the Melissa Smith Facebook page) supports Marlee 
Sunchild's candidacy and also "lacks any attribution that may be required by COPP." Finally, the 
complaint suggests that Marlee Sunchild's "CERS entries lack any financial reporting." 

ISSUES 

"Paid for by" attribution requirements, Mont. Code Ann. (MCA) § 13-35-225 (2023), and 
campaign finance reporting requirements, specifically as applied to local candidates, MCA§ 13-
37-225 andAdmin. R ofMT. 44.11.304 (2023).

FINDING OF FACTS 

The facts necessary for a determination in this matter are as follows: 

Finding of Fact No. 1: On January 23, 2024, Marlee Sunchild filed a C-lA Statement of 
Candidate as a candidate for election to a School Trustee position in Great Falls with 
COPP. On this Statement of Candidate, candidate Sunchild certified that campaign 
contributions and expenditures would be less than $500.00. (Commissioner's Records). 

Finding of Fact No. 2: COPP review of the Melissa Smith Facebook page determined that 
the page has, to date, run three (3) distinct paid advertisements supporting candidate 
Sunchild: one active between April 4 and April 11 but currently inactive, at an amount 
spent of less than $100.00 that does not include any "paid for by" attribution statement; 
one active between April 19 and May 2, but currently inactive, at an amount spent of less 
than $100.00 that does not include any "paid for by" attribution statement; and a final one 
active as of May 2, at an amount spent of less than $100.00, with an attribution statement of 
"Paid for by Elaine Schoyen, 2860 Meadow Dr., Bozeman, MT 59715." (Commissioner's 
Records). 
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